Expanding the primate body schema in sensorimotor cortex by virtual touches of an avatar
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The brain representation of the body, called the body schema, is susceptible to plasticity. For instance, subjects experiencing a rubber hand illusion develop a sense of ownership of a mannequin hand when they view it being touched while tactile stimuli are simultaneously applied to their own hand. Here, the cortical basis of such an embodiment was investigated through concurrent recordings from primary somatosensory (i.e., S1) and motor (i.e., M1) cortical neuronal ensembles while two monkeys observed an avatar arm being touched by a virtual ball. Following a period when virtual touches occurred synchronously with physical brushes of the monkeys’ arms, neurons in S1 and M1 started to respond to virtual touches applied alone. Responses to virtual touch occurred 50 to 70 ms later than to physical touch, consistent with the involvement of polysynaptic pathways linking the visual cortex to S1 and M1. We propose that S1 and M1 contribute to the rubber hand illusion and that, by taking advantage of plasticity in these areas, patients may assimilate neuroprosthetic limbs as parts of their body schema.

multielectrode recordings | cortical plasticity

In the early 1900s, Head and Holmes coined the concept of the “body schema” to describe the spatial model of the body that the brain builds based on sensory inputs from the skin, joints, and muscles, as well as visual and auditory signals (1). Numerous studies since then have explored different aspects of the body schema (2–6), particularly the role of cortical areas (7, 8). The accumulated literature indicates that the body schema is plastic and can even incorporate artificial tools (5, 9, 10). A striking example of body schema plasticity is provided by the rubber hand illusion (RHI), in which subjects start to perceive a mannequin hand as their own after their real hand, hidden from sight, and the mannequin hand are repeatedly touched simultaneously (11–13). Subjects do not perceive a third limb, but report a shift in position sense from the real arm to the fake one (11–14), and there is even a decrease in skin temperature of the real arm (15). Incorporation of artificial limbs into the body schema began to be further explored with the advancement of brain machine interfaces (BMIs), hybrid systems that connect the brain with external devices (16–19). Here, we recorded cortical ensemble activity in monkeys exposed to the paradigm that elicits RHI in humans (11–14, 20).

Results

Monkeys M and N were chronically implanted with microwire arrays in the primary motor (i.e., M1) and somatosensory (i.e., S1) cortical neuronal ensembles. They observed a 3D image of a virtual arm (i.e., an avatar arm) being touched by a virtual ball on an LCD screen while a robot slid a physical brush through the skin of their real arms (Fig. 1A and B). The virtual touch (V) and physical touch (P) were synchronous or asynchronous (Fig. 1C). In a subset of trials, virtual brushing occurred alone (i.e., Vonly).

Excitatory and Inhibitory Responses to Physical Touch. Experiments with monkey M started with epoch 1 (E1) that consisted of 100 Vonly trials, followed by epoch 2 (E2) in which 100 Vonly trials were intermingled with 900 virtual plus physical (V+P) trials (Fig. 1D). For monkey N, experiments contained only E2. Two synchronous V+P (V+P sync) sessions and one asynchronous V+P (V+P async) session were conducted on separate days for each monkey. Neurons in S1 and M1 clearly responded in V+P sync trials (Figs. 2 and 3), as confirmed by cumulative sum analysis (21, 22). The excitatory responses prevailed (122 excitatory vs. 8 inhibitory responses for both monkeys; Table S1). For monkey M, neuronal responses occurred throughout the brushing period because its receptive fields (RFs) were comparable in size with the brushed area on the forearm and were distributed over that area. For monkey N, responses were prominent toward the end of the brushing period when the brush entered the smaller RFs on the base of the index finger.

In monkey M, 62 neurons were sampled in S1 and 82 were sampled in M1. In V+P sync trials, 73% of S1 neurons (n = 44) had excitatory responses, none had inhibitory responses, and 27% (n = 18) were not modulated (Table S1). In M1, 79% (n = 64) of neurons were excited, 6% (n = 5) were inhibited, and 16% (n = 13) were not modulated. In monkey N, 15 neurons were sampled in S1 and 34 were sampled in M1. In V+P + sync trials, 33% of the S1 neurons (n = 5) were excited, no neurons had inhibitory responses, and 67% (n = 10) did not respond (Table S1). In M1, 26% neurons (n = 9) were excited, 9% (n = 3) were inhibited, and 65% (n = 22) did not respond.

Responses to Virtual Touch. A significant number of S1 and M1 neurons with V+P responses started to respond in Vonly trials during E2 (Figs. 2 and 3 and Tables S1 and S2). In monkey M, such Vonly responses occurred in 50% (n = 31) of the total of 62 S1 neurons (all excited, none inhibited) and 70% (n = 57) of 82 M1 neurons (51 excited vs. 6 inhibited; Table S1). In monkey N, Vonly responses occurred in 40% (n = 6) of 15 S1 neurons (five excited vs. one inhibited) and 38% (n = 13) of 34 M1 neurons (eight excited vs. five inhibited). Fig. 2A, Left, illustrates peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) for all individual trials of one S1 and two M1 neurons from monkey M. Arm electromyograms (EMGs) were sampled simultaneously (Fig. S1). These neurons did not have Vonly responses during E1, but responded in both V+P sync and Vonly trials during E2. One neuron (Fig. 2A, Center) was inhibited, whereas the other two were excited. Fig. 2A, Right, shows two monkey N neurons with excitatory responses during both V+P sync and Vonly trials of E2, and Fig. 2B depicts average PSTHs with excitatory responses for both monkeys.
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Cortical responses during Vonly trials could not be explained by arm movements, as shown by EMG controls (Fig. S1). EMGs occurred sporadically, but were not time locked to the stimuli ($P > 0.5$, Wilcoxon test) and decreased as the session continued, despite the S1 and M1 responses remaining high (Fig. 2A).

Fig. 3 depicts population PSTHs, their averages and cumulative sums for neurons with significant V+P responses. Vonly responses occurred only during E2 of the synchronous paradigm.

Response Magnitude. For the neurons shown in Fig. 3, neuronal rates were measured before and after the stimuli for different monkeys, areas, and paradigms (Table S2). Response magnitude was quantified as rate change from the baseline period before stimulus application ($\Delta R$). $\Delta R$ was expressed in spikes per second and normalized units, i.e., $z$-scores. In monkey M, during the synchronous paradigm, $\Delta R$ in Vonly trials was approximately half that of $\Delta R$ in V+P trials (Table S2). S1 neurons with excitatory responses increased their firing rate from the baseline $34.9 \pm 2.7$ spikes per second to $44.8 \pm 3.5$ spikes per second in V+P sync trials ($\Delta R$ of $9.9 \pm 2.7$ spikes per second) and from $34.9 \pm 2.7$ spikes per second to $39.0 \pm 2.9$ ($\Delta R$ of $4.2 \pm 2.7$ spikes per second) in Vonly trials of E2. M1 neurons increased rate from $17.7 \pm 2.0$ spikes per second to $29.6 \pm 2.9$ ($\Delta R$ of $12.0 \pm 2.0$ spikes per second) in V+P sync trials and from $17.1 \pm 1.9$ spikes per second to $22.6 \pm 2.4$ ($\Delta R$ of $5.5 \pm 1.9$ spikes per second) in Vonly trials of E2. Neither S1 nor M1 neurons responded in Vonly trials of E1 ($\Delta R$ of $0.7 \pm 3.0$ and $1.1 \pm 2.0$ spikes per second, respectively). In monkey N with only E2 data, Vonly responses were of the same magnitude as V+P sync responses, which may indicate a stronger RHI in that monkey compared with monkey M (Table S2). S1 neurons with excitatory responses increased rates from $16.0 \pm 1.4$ spikes per second to $23.5 \pm 4.0$ ($\Delta R$ of $7.5 \pm 1.4$ spikes per second) in V+P sync trials and from $15.8 \pm 1.5$ spikes per second to $22.2 \pm 3.4$ ($\Delta R$ of $6.5 \pm 1.5$ spikes per second) in Vonly trials. Excited neurons in M1 increased rates from $25.8 \pm 6.1$ spikes per second to $35.0 \pm 6.2$ ($\Delta R$ of $9.2 \pm 6.1$ spikes per second) in V+P sync trials and from $24.9 \pm 5.8$ spikes per second to $33.7 \pm 6.2$ ($\Delta R$ of $8.9 \pm 5.8$ spikes per second).
second) in Vonly trials. Vonly responses, measured in normalized units, were significantly higher during E2 than during E1 for both S1 ($P < 0.001$, Wilcoxon test; Fig. 4E) and M1 ($P < 0.001$; Fig. 4F). Furthermore, the magnitude of Vonly responses during E2 was correlated with the magnitude of V+P sync responses for monkey M ($P < 0.001$ for S1 and $P < 0.001$ for M1, $t$ test; Fig. 4A and B, Left) and for monkey N ($P < 0.001$ for S1 and M1; Fig. 4C and D, Left). No such correlation was found between Vonly responses during E1 and V+P sync responses during E2 in monkey M ($P > 0.1$ for S1 and M1, $t$ test; Fig. 4A and B, Left).

Fig. 3. Populations responses in monkey M and N. (A, B, F, and G) PSTHs for responses of S1 and M1 neurons for synchronous (shaded yellow) and asynchronous (gray) sessions. Firing rates are normalized to represent z-scores. In all plots, only neurons with significant excitatory responses to physical touch are shown. The neurons are shown in ranked order from the weakest (Top) to the strongest (Bottom) responses. Color plots show the same set of neurons for Vonly from E1 (Top), Vonly from E2 (Middle), and V+P (Bottom). Vertical green lines represent onsets and offsets of the stimuli. Average PSTHs for the population are indicated by black lines superimposed on the color plots. Asterisks indicate significant differences between response rate and baseline by Wilcoxon test: * $P < 0.05$, ** $P < 0.01$, and *** $P < 0.001$. (C, D, H, and I) Average and cumulative PSTHs for the population for monkey M (C and D) and monkey N (H and I). Pink lines represent the mean and SD. (E and J) Distribution histograms for the difference in response onsets between V+P sync trials and Vonly trials for S1 (Upper) and M1 (Lower) neurons. Positive values indicate that V+P sync responses occurred earlier than Vonly responses. Red dashed line is the Gaussian fit. Arrows mark mean values. Mean and SEM are indicated.
Asynchronous Physical and Virtual Touch. Vonly responses did not emerge under the asynchronous paradigm (Fig. 4 A–D and Tables S1 and S2). In monkey M, they occurred in only 4 of 62 S1 neurons (6%; one excited, three inhibited) and 4 of 82 M1 neurons (5%; two excited vs. two inhibited; Table S1). In monkey N, Vonly responses occurred in 2 of 15 S1 neurons (12%; one vs. one) and 2 of 34 M1 neurons (6%; one vs. one). Additionally, V+P asynergic responses in monkey N were somewhat lower than V+P sync responses in the same monkey (Fig. 3 F–I). Whether this difference was just a statistical variability will have to be tested in future studies. An absence of Vonly responses under the asynchronous paradigm is clear from the average and cumulative PSTHs (Fig. 3 C, D, H and I).

Additionally, the analyses of response magnitude and correlation (Fig. 4 E–H) indicate clear differences between synchronous and asynchronous sessions. Vonly responses during E2 were significantly higher under the synchronous paradigm than under the asynchronous one for both monkey M (Fig. 4 E and F) and monkey N (Fig. 4 G and H). Finally, no correlation was found between Vonly and V+P asynergic responses during E2 for either monkey (P > 0.1, r test; Fig. 4 A–D).

For the asynchronous sessions, we investigated whether the time lag between the virtual and physical touches had an effect on cortical responses. These analyses did not reveal any significant effect.

Response Latencies. For monkey M, the Vonly responses of S1 neurons lagged the V+P sync ones by 67 ± 3.5 ms (mean ± SEM). The lag was 55 ± 3.8 ms for M1 neurons (Fig. 3E). For monkey N, the lag was 53 ± 20 ms for S1 and 60 ± 12 ms for M1 (Fig. 3J). For monkey M that had a clear response to the onset of brushing, response latency to the physical touch was 30 ± 7 ms for S1 neurons and 25 ms ± 10 ms for M1 neurons (not significantly different). Thus, V+P sync responses occurred ~30 ms after the stimulus, and Vonly responses were 90 ms after the stimulus.

Discussion

Our experiments showed that, following synchronous V+P stimulation, neurons in S1 and M1 start to respond in a matter of minutes to virtual stimuli delivered to an avatar arm alone. This time course is consistent with the development of the sense of ownership of an artificial limb examined in humans (11–13). Although our monkeys did not report their perceptions during virtual touches, the presence of cortical responses to virtual stimulation supports our assumption that a perceptual illusion was elicited in these nonhuman primate subjects, and that it was similar to the RHI in humans. Additional evidence indicates that the monkeys could treat the avatar as being an integral part of their body (Fig. S2). Indeed, the level of realism of the avatar was high enough for monkeys to treat it as a conspecific animal (Fig. S2 A–C). In our previous experiments, the same avatar arm served as the BMI actuator that performed active tactile exploration of virtual objects (18). Moreover, M1 and S1 neurons were attuned to the avatar movements when monkeys passively observed it move on the screen (Fig. S2D), and the avatar trajectory could be derived from cortical activity (Fig. S2E).

On the whole, these results suggest that the avatar was realistic enough to become an equivalent of a “rubber hand” for our monkeys. Accordingly, we propose that the occurrence of sensoceptive responses to virtual touches in monkeys is related to experiences similar to the RHI in humans. Future studies will have to address whether these S1 and M1 neuronal firing modulations are essential for the illusion or if they are secondary to the activity of associative areas, for example activity of binodral neurons in premotor and parietal areas previously shown to play a role in the RHI in humans (12).

Several previous studies reported visually evoked responses in S1. Activation of somatosensory cortical areas has been reported in human fMRI (2, 4, 5) and EEG (8) studies in which subjects observed images of body parts being touched. Such cortical activations are often interpreted as mirror responses to an observation of actions (5). Mirror response is an unlikely explanation for our present results because simply viewing virtual touches without synchronous physical stimulation was insufficient for visually evoked responses to develop. S1 modulations to visual stimuli that differs from mirror responses previously have been reported in monkeys trained to perform a visuomotoric task that required short-term retention of tactile information (23).

A somewhat surprising finding was the observation of prominent V+P and Vonly responses not only in S1, but also in M1. These responses could not be explained by overt movements because there were no accompanying EMG modulations. Our additional experiments showed that S1 and M1 responded to air-puff stimulation of the skin, and these responses were also unrelated to EMGs (Fig. S3). In our opinion, the presence of somatosensory and visual responses in M1 indicates that the cortical mediation of RHI is widely distributed throughout the frontoparietal circuit. The rich interconnections between M1 and S1, as well as their connections with the adjacent areas in the frontal and parietal lobes, provide a neuronal anatomical substrate for such distributed representation (24). The absence of strict segregation of physiological functions between somatosensory and motor areas has been postulated since the mid-1990s (25). Several studies that used multielectrode recordings in rodents and primates have provided further support to this notion (26, Fig. 4).
27). Our recent BMI studies suggest that individual S1 and M1 cortical neurons may contribute to multiple computations simultaneously (28). Moreover, both multielectrode recordings (29) and optical imaging (30) have revealed a highly distributed and dynamic representation of multiple information streams in the cortex.

Although our data do not pinpoint the source of visually driven responses in S1 and M1 neurons, the long response latencies suggest that such responses may emerge as a result of polysynaptic pathways linking visual cortical areas to the sensorimotor cortex (24). As evidence for direct projections from visual areas to S1 and M1 in monkeys is lacking to date, the most likely candidates for the source of such inputs are posterior parietal and premotor areas, which are one synapse away from S1 and M1. From this viewpoint, S1 and M1 have been associated with primary sensory processing of sensory and motor signals, whereas posterior parietal and premotor areas have been considered multimodal, integrative areas where the body schema is constructed. However, in a highly interconnected frontoparietal cortical circuitry, it is practically impossible to maintain information confined to a single area. Therefore, it is not so surprising that the bimodally driven S1 and M1 neurons resemble equivalent neuronal responses reported by Graziano et al. in the premotor cortex and posterior parietal cortex (31, 32).

Previously, posterior parietal and premotor neurons were shown to generate anticipatory activity preceding the tactile responses during active touch (33). That study suggested that predictive and planning components of active touch were processed mostly in the posterior parietal and premotor areas, whereas S1 and M1 handled performance and feedback. However, this functional dissociation was not absolute. Furthermore, S1 neurons in rats exhibit anticipatory activity before whisker contact with an object (34). A study by Avillac et al. (35) argued that ventral intraparietal cortex represents visual and tactile information through a process of predictive multisensory integration. In our study, anticipatory mechanisms could have played a role in our study. However, we did not observe considerable activity preceding the skin touch. For instance, the Vonly responses were rather late, as they lagged the V+P responses by 50 to 70 ms. This lack of anticipatory firing may reflect the fact that our monkeys were not performing an active tactile discrimination. Whereas anticipatory activity is unlikely, a more plausible hypothesis is that S1 neurons were conditioned by V+P sync trials to respond to the virtual touches. Such interpretation would still be consistent with the common representation of visual and tactile information suggested by Avillac et al. (35).

Our present study has an implication for the future design of neuroprosthetic devices controlled by BMIs (17) by suggesting that rehabilitation training paradigms, which take advantage of cross-modal cortical plasticity observed here, will likely not only enhance the patients’ proficiency in the use of neuroprostheses, but also provide them with a renewed sense of ownership of these devices.

**Methods**

**Subjects and Implants.** All animal procedures were performed in accordance with the National Research Council’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Two adult rhesus macaque monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were implanted with 96-microwire arrays constructed of stainless steel 304 (16–18). Within each array, microwires were grouped in two four-by-four grids each consisting of 16 electrode triplets. The separation between adjacent triplets was 1 mm. The electrodes in each triplet had three different lengths, increasing in 300-μm steps. The penetration depth of each triplet was adjusted with a miniature screw. The longest electrode in each triplet penetrated to a depth of 2 mm as measured from the cortical surface. Each hemisphere received two arrays: one in the upper-limb representation area and one in the lower-limb representation area. These arrays sampled neurons in both M1 and S1. As the dura matter was opened during the surgery, all cortical surface features were clearly identified before implantation. We recorded from the right-hemisphere arm arrays in each monkey.

Our present study has an implication for the future design of neuroprosthetic devices controlled by BMIs (17) by suggesting that rehabilitation training paradigms, which take advantage of cross-modal cortical plasticity observed here, will likely not only enhance the patients’ proficiency in the use of neuroprostheses, but also provide them with a renewed sense of ownership of these devices.
Neural Responses Analysis. To evaluate response magnitude, a 200-ms window was centered at the peak response estimated from the PSTH. Response rate was calculated as the average firing rate within this window. Responses amplitude, ∆R, was calculated as the difference between this response rate and the mean baseline rate before the stimulus (from −1.2 to −0.2 s relative to stimulus onset). We used raw and normalized rates to calculate ∆R. Normalized neural responses (z-scores) were derived from the raw rates by subtracting the mean and dividing by SD. Normalized rates were useful for both population plots and population averages because they removed a bias in favor of neurons with high firing rates.

Monkey Avatar. The monkey avatar was designed with Autodesk 3DSmax software based on the morphology of monkey M. Custom texture was designed based on the mixed real texture of monkey M and monkey N. Monkey avatar arms were shown from a first-person perspective on a uniform gray background. The virtual ball was represented by a white sphere.


20. Cross-Correlation Analysis of Response Latency. Latencies of Vonly and V+P sync responses were compared using a cross-correlation analysis of the corresponding PSTHs. The lag between these responses was determined as the time of the peak in cross-correlation function. We preferred this method rather than calculating latencies from the PSTHs to avoid an overestimation of latency for weaker Vonly responses. Cross-correlation functions were calculated for all possible pairs of neurons. Distributions of peak times these functions (i.e., lags between Vonly and V+P sync) are shown in Fig. 3 E and F.
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